A campaign to increase our
capacity for outdoor education,
recreation & community use

Seedl ngs of Hartley
In the 50s & 60s, Duluth kids explored
paths, climbed hills to outlooks and
fished the pond in Hartley Field. When
those youngsters became adults they
noticed that fewer kids had heard spring
peepers, seen a beaver dam or glimpsed
a darting tadpole.
In the 80s, community-minded
visionaries dreamed of creating a nature
center in Hartley Park. Modest outdoor
programming was launched from the
trunk of a car. Along with offering school
field trips, the newly formed Hartley
Nature Center began its longstanding
study and care of the park.

In 2003, after years of planning and
fundraising, the nature center building
was completed, creating a welcoming
gateway for people of all ages and
abilities to discover the natural world.

Tak ng Root
In the fifteen years since the
nature center building opened,
Hartley’s programs have connected
thousands of people with nature,
at a time when such connections
are more crucial than ever.

“We love Hartley, and
the programming is the best
in the city of Duluth.”

LAST YEAR
Our field trip program
educated 7,772 students from
throughout the region, and our
summer camp programs saw
record participation of
1,187 children.

IN 2014
Hartley Nature Preschool
opened with 62 children enrolled
across four class sessions. The
preschool now has 92 children
enrolled across six classes, with
growing waitlists for our half
and full-day offerings.

ONGOING
Hartley Nature Center also
hosts an array of adult classes
and learning opportunities,
from free monthly membership
events, wildflower walks, yoga
in the yurt, to our signature
Candlelight Ski, Skate and
Snowshoe, among others.

W ll to Grow
With increased demand for our programs
and the urgency to connect even
more people with nature, we
need to expand the nature
center building.

Our building expansion and
campus improvements will better
meet community needs now
and into the future.
6,400 sq. ft. building addition

Two new classrooms

Additional restroom

Expanded work spaces
Reimagined exhibit hall

Equipment storage
Community gathering and meeting spaces
Playscape enhancements
Upgraded stage and amphitheater
Improved equipment rental
Modeling a value of sustainable building design

W th n Reach
Your investment in the Nature
Center’s mission ensures Hartley
is poised to educate and inspire
the next generation
generation. The $2.5M
campaign is underway. At the
time of this printing, we are
happy to report we have secured
$1,720,000 in gifts, grants, and
pledges. Now we need your help.
Every gift matters.

68%
of goal

Hartley Nature Center is dedicated to
inspiring lifelong connections with nature through
education, play and exploration.
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